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amazon com vision of islam visions of reality - this lucid and compelling account of islam is written from what might be
called a phenomenological perspective because its principal aim is to present islam as a living faith from a muslim
perspective as reflected in the classical texts of the tradition murata and chittick comparative studies suny stony brook go to
some length to differentiate their work from the numerous historical, book abbreviations christian thinktank - aaa atlas of
ancient archaeology jacquetta hawkes ed barnes and nobles 1994 aaf answering a fundamentalist albert j nevins m m our
sunday visitor, frithjof schuon life and work world wisdom - frithjof schuon 1907 1998 is best known as the foremost
spokesman of the traditionalist or perennialist school and as a philosopher in the metaphysical current of shankara and plato
, eric hoffer book award category finalists - after our rigorous first round of judging less than 10 of the nominees become
category finalists we consider this a distinction of its own merit and in 2008 began officially announcing these titles finalists
are selected by category scoring
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